In the context of increased maintenance operations and generational renewal work, a nuclear owner and operator, like Electricité de France (EDF), is invested in the scaling-up of tools and methods of "as-built virtual reality" for whole buildings and large audiences. In this paper, we first present the state of the art of scanning tools and methods used to represent a very complex architecture. Then, we propose a methodology and assess it in a large experiment carried out on the most complex building of a 1300-megawatt power plant, an 11-floor reactor building. We also present several developments that made possible the acquisition, processing and georeferencing of multiple data sources (1000+ 3D laser scans and RGB panoramic, total-station surveying, 2D floor plans and the 3D reconstruction of CAD as-built models). In addition, we introduce new concepts for user interaction with complex architecture, elaborated during the development of an application that allows a painless exploration of the whole dataset by professionals, unfamiliar with such data types. Finally, we discuss the main feedback items from this large experiment, the remaining issues for the generalization of such large-scale surveys and the future technical and scientific challenges in the field of industrial "virtual reality".
Introduction

Industrial Context
In order to fulfill the need for as-built datasets to help workers in complex buildings in their daily jobs, large and multi-sensor surveys now have to be considered at the whole building size. Unfortunately, many current tools (including sensors, processing programs and visualization applications) have not been designed for such large surveys of complex indoor facilities.
Until today, the major uses with as-built data in the industry are related to the description of the actual shape of only a part of the facility, with its obstacles and free spaces with centimeter accuracy, to help maintenance planning, handling, storage, replacement or changing important components in that specific part of the plant; see Figure 1 . The next step in the field of 3D surveying of facilities consists both of scaling up the current state of the art, without compromising data quality, and in dedicating as-built datasets to new users, who are not experts in CAD or terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) data. 
Contributions
The contributions of this paper, which is an enhanced and detailed version of [1] , are the following: 
The contributions of this paper, which is an enhanced and detailed version of [1] , are the following:
‚
The state of the art of tools and methods for the acquisition, processing and georeferencing of as-built datasets dedicated to the specific conditions of complex indoor facilities, Subsection 2.1 and Subsection 2.2;
‚ The proposition of a global method for multi-sensor acquisition and processing to represent complex architecture, Subsection 2.3 and Figure 2 ; ‚ Settings, processes and feedback from a large-scale multi-sensor scanning survey experiment on a whole 1300-megawatt nuclear reactor building (1000+ stations of both TLS and panoramic images) with a highlight of the role of the human beings in the process, Section 3; ‚ A new interactive tool for pose estimation of panoramic images, Section 4; ‚ Recommendations and examples for developing dedicated applications for virtual tours of complex architectures using multiple data types in order to increase the value of the dataset and answer users' requirements, Section 5;
‚ An overview of the remaining bottlenecks and challenges in view of the generalization of large, dense, multi-sensor scanning surveys, Section 6.
• Recommendations and examples for developing dedicated applications for virtual tours of complex architectures using multiple data types in order to increase the value of the dataset and answer users' requirements, Section 5;
• An overview of the remaining bottlenecks and challenges in view of the generalization of large, dense, multi-sensor scanning surveys, Section 6.
Figure 2.
Global framework of as-built data production in the experiment. White boxes are the initial data sources; grey boxes are intermediate data versions; and black boxes are the datasets that composed the virtual replica of a complex building. Orange outlines represent stronger control procedures in the data production process.
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Scanning Industrial Interiors, a 20-Year-Old Challenge
As shown in Figure 3 , power facilities are a specific subset of industrial environments, in their shapes (congested, with a huge number of objects, whose manufactured geometries correspond to a set of 3D Figure 2 . Global framework of as-built data production in the experiment. White boxes are the initial data sources; grey boxes are intermediate data versions; and black boxes are the datasets that composed the virtual replica of a complex building. Orange outlines represent stronger control procedures in the data production process.
State of the Art in 3D Surveying for the Industry
Scanning Industrial Interiors, a 20-Year-Old Challenge
As shown in Figure 3 , power facilities are a specific subset of industrial environments, in their shapes (congested, with a huge number of objects, whose manufactured geometries correspond to a set of 3D primitives, like cylinders, boxes, etc.), their surfaces (objects sometimes very reflective or with very dark albedos) and accessibility (on-site restricted access time, difficult temperature and vibration conditions). The geometric complexity of these scenes led to the development of dedicated acquisition and processing tools, such as terrestrial laser scanning in the 1990s [2] , used very often since then, see Figure 1a . These methods have been used until today to help maintenance workers, by providing a description of the geometry of key areas of the facilities.
Unfortunately, and because of the specific nature of industrial environments, many developments intended for the 3D laser scanning of non-industrial objects have not solved all of the issues arising in the large-scale dense scanning survey of whole industrial scenes with multiple floor heights. These main issues are the speed of surveying (since the plant is only accessible a couple of weeks in the year), the accuracy of the raw points for a large spectrum of albedos (with both mirror-like and dark surfaces in the same scene), the accuracy of registration and referencing (the 2.58σ global geometric tolerance is˘2 cm) and, also, the productivity of 3D reconstruction (up to 100.000 objects for one single building).
primitives, like cylinders, boxes, etc.), their surfaces (objects sometimes very reflective or with very dark albedos) and accessibility (on-site restricted access time, difficult temperature and vibration conditions). The geometric complexity of these scenes led to the development of dedicated acquisition and processing tools, such as terrestrial laser scanning in the 1990s [2] , used very often since then, see Figure 1a . These methods have been used until today to help maintenance workers, by providing a description of the geometry of key areas of the facilities. Unfortunately, and because of the specific nature of industrial environments, many developments intended for the 3D laser scanning of non-industrial objects have not solved all of the issues arising in the large-scale dense scanning survey of whole industrial scenes with multiple floor heights. These main issues are the speed of surveying (since the plant is only accessible a couple of weeks in the year), the accuracy of the raw points for a large spectrum of albedos (with both mirror-like and dark surfaces in the same scene), the accuracy of registration and referencing (the 2.58 global geometric tolerance is ±2 cm) and, also, the productivity of 3D reconstruction (up to 100.000 objects for one single building).
In an industrial context, many users are not experienced users of laser scanner or CAD data. Furthermore, geometry alone is not sufficient to meet all maintenance needs and to represent all of the complexity of the architecture and the details of a power plant. These observations lead to the following requirements for the tools and methods used in these new standards in the production and use of as-built datasets for the maintenance of facilities:
(1) Multi-sensor datasets that describe both the geometry and appearance of a facility; (2) Fast and accurate sensors, responsive to harsh albedos or very reflective surfaces; (3) Automated pipelines for conversions and formatting; (4) Large-scale efficient tools for registration and processing; (5) User-friendly diagnostic tools to achieve high quality requirements on large and complex datasets; (6) Dedicated solutions for the intuitive exploration and use of multi-sensor datasets. In an industrial context, many users are not experienced users of laser scanner or CAD data. Furthermore, geometry alone is not sufficient to meet all maintenance needs and to represent all of the complexity of the architecture and the details of a power plant. These observations lead to the following requirements for the tools and methods used in these new standards in the production and use of as-built datasets for the maintenance of facilities:
Multi-sensor datasets that describe both the geometry and appearance of a facility; (2) Fast and accurate sensors, responsive to harsh albedos or very reflective surfaces; (3) Automated pipelines for conversions and formatting; (4) Large-scale efficient tools for registration and processing; (5) User-friendly diagnostic tools to achieve high quality requirements on large and complex datasets; (6) Dedicated solutions for the intuitive exploration and use of multi-sensor datasets.
Requirement Engineering for As-Built Datasets of Complex Architectures
In order to represent a complex facility, the requirement engineering of several jobs, through meetings and discussions, to estimate the optimal value of the dataset produced, has led to the conclusion that the following data types must be produced together; see Figure 4 :
Panoramic images, in order to be able to read each equipment tag that might be visible up to 5 m from the main pathways in the facility, as well as to understand the overall architecture of the building; (2) Georeferenced terrestrial laser scans, in order to deliver local sub-centimeter geometric accuracy on distance measurements, as well as global 3D locations with less than 2 cm of deviation from the ground truth (2.58σ tolerance); (3) 2D floor maps, with all elements relative to the structure of the building (walls, floors, ladders, stairs, etc.), as well as landmarks to help pedestrians navigate the plant; (4) 3D, as-built CAD models with categories, to capture empty areas or open walking spaces with less than 5 cm of error (2.58σ tolerance), as well as the shape of the main equipment of the facility.
the ground truth (2.58 tolerance); (3) 2D floor maps, with all elements relative to the structure of the building (walls, floors, ladders, stairs, etc.), as well as landmarks to help pedestrians navigate the plant; (4) 3D, as-built CAD models with categories, to capture empty areas or open walking spaces with less than 5 cm of error (2.58 tolerance), as well as the shape of the main equipment of the facility. In order to match these requirements, one must define relevant specification criteria for each type of data, as presented in Table 1 .
Then, the tools and methods that might meet all of these criteria were selected using the experience of survey teams that should submit sample datasets to prove their expertise (from either previous surveys or small-scale experiments in similar conditions). The initial estimates of costs and delays were extrapolated to the building scale thanks to a deep analysis of these previous acquisitions.
Finally, to ensure the consistency of results for initial user needs, the dataset was fully checked, using a Level 2 control procedure and then reworked until quality standards were achieved. Finally, user feedback showed the validity of such approaches. In order to match these requirements, one must define relevant specification criteria for each type of data, as presented in Table 1 .
Finally, to ensure the consistency of results for initial user needs, the dataset was fully checked, using a Level 2 control procedure and then reworked until quality standards were achieved. Finally, user feedback showed the validity of such approaches. Table 1 . Criteria of a multi-sensor survey of a building with complex architecture.
Type of Data Criteria
Panoramic images completeness, location of stations, field of view, resolution and noise level of digital images, white balance and high dynamic range (HDR), naming, approximate poses, vertical estimation and mapping Georeferenced and cleaned laser scans completeness, location of stations, block structure of sub-networks, targets for registration, reference targets for georeferencing, field of view, resolution, signal and total station traverse survey 2D floor maps completeness, geometry, naming and formatting 3D as-built CAD model completeness, categories of objects, type of shapes, geometric accuracies by category, names and structure
State of the Art of Large-Scale Dense Scanning Surveys
Recent breakthroughs offer the prospect of large-scale and multi-sensor scanning surveys that comply with the previously defined technical requirements and tolerances, from acquisition and processing to data integration in dedicated software, developed specifically for maintenance work in a power plant. As will be shown in this section, new developments in data acquisition in the past five years have mainly improved the speed rate, with almost no gain in accuracy. The real benefit for scaling up dense scanning surveys consists of the improvement in data storage, visualization and processing.
Panorama Acquisition
Regarding panoramic image acquisition, current 360˝video cameras allow fast acquisition of equirectangular images; the state-of-the-art highest resolution panoramic systems use 44 sensors to produce videos with a resolution of 9000ˆ2400 pixels at a rate of 30 frames per second [3] . However, static tripod-mounted motorized heads with full frame digital single lens cameras (DLSR) can generate higher resolutions (gigapixels) panoramas, for example half a billion pixels in five minutes [4] , with a high automation rate in stitching. This resolution allows reading labels up to 5 m, and the high dynamic range (HDR) rendering can deal with high contrast and poor lightning conditions.
3D Point Cloud Acquisition and Registration
Regarding 3D georeferenced point cloud acquisition, some noticeable improvements have come from robotic and computer vision research programs on fast 3D scanning indoors, such as range sensors [5] , backpack scanning systems [6] , handheld [7] or mounted on mobile platforms in various shapes and sizes [8, 9] . However, these systems, either for local precision [5] [6] [7] or global georeferencing errors [9] , deal mostly with decimeter accuracy. Moreover, many indoor localization and mapping systems require planar objects and/or straight corridors to reduce drift using elaborate algorithms, such as "iterate closest point + inertial measurement unit + planar" proposed in [6] . For labyrinthine and crowded indoors, a fusion of several techniques may be available in a few years, including indoor localization systems based on inertial sensors (the state of the art may be found in the EVAAL indoor positioning competition-Evaluating Ambient Assisted Living Systems Through Competitive Benchmarking-won in 2015 by [10] ), graph-SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) sensor positioning [11] , efficient loop closure [12] and robust detection of features for geo-referencing [13] .
Currently, phase-based terrestrial laser scanners are better sensors for small distances, and acquisition rate and can for instance capture 50 million points of mid-range measurements in approximately five minutes (<1 m-50 m). Regarding local accuracy, errors in depth measurements are under 1 cm in that range on most object surfaces [14] . However, the surfaces of some industrial objects do not correspond to the calibration standard ranges (very short distances, low albedos, high reflectance properties and low incidence angles), leading to significant consumption of the error budget [15] . A proportion of these errors can be filtered out automatically [16] (comet-tailed effect, outliers), although another proportion, often quite considerable, can only be removed through manual segmentation (multi-reflections on specular surfaces, in particular).
Regarding global accuracy, the fine registration of large laser scanner datasets is an open and active research topic. For complex buildings, cloud-to-cloud automatic approaches, such as ICP and variants, cannot be used for several reasons. First, due to the proximity of objects, a small relative change in scanner position induces strong differences on point clouds. Thus, cloud-to-cloud constraints cannot, by definition, lead to accurate and trustworthy results in complex scenes. Secondly, these approaches cannot take into account datum constraints for data referencing without a great loss of automation. Finally, these approaches are neither efficient nor robust for very large datasets (many hundreds of stations) [17] . Currently, only target-based registration paired with a total station survey for datum referencing allows the fine registration of hundreds of laser scans (3σ =˘2 cm) on the scale of 10-floor buildings.
3D CAD Reconstruction
Recent improvements in processing tools for 3D reconstructions from large point clouds (tens of billions) have made possible the "as-built" reconstruction of a full mock-up. First, the data storage cost has increased by a factor of 25 in the last decade [18] , while the data USB external transfer rate has increased by a factor of 20 [19] , and internal SSD now reaches 500 Mb/s. However, if dozens of laser scans requires gigabytes, thousands of laser scans require terabytes. To improve both file storage, versioning and processing, data structures have been developed [20] and implemented in many commercial software. Other great improvements have been made for visualizing and manipulating a billion point clouds, for example using QuadTrees [21] , such as implemented in the WebGL renderer PoTree [22] , with real-time shaders, like Eye Dome Lightning [23] , also implemented in the open source software CloudCompare.
Looking back, 3D CAD models have been used for planning maintenance operations of industrial installations since the 1990s [2] . Depending on the requirements, several formats can be used depending on the requirements of the industry. In the architectural, engineering and construction (AEC) industry, building information models (BIM) have recently attained widespread attention. These BIM models can be really valuable when they are used in the whole lifecycle of a building [24] , from construction monitoring [25] to decommissioning [26] , but are used for new rather than for existing buildings [27] . In the power plant industry, PDMS from Aveva has been a leading plant design model for more than 30 years [28] . For power plants designed before the 1980s, only 2D plans were created.
As detailed in [29] , there is an obvious need for automated or semi-automated methods for the production of as-built BIMs; the current process for creating parametric BIM from a point cloud is largely a manual procedure, which is time consuming and lacks quality controls. Indeed, primitive-based 3D CAD models can still be reconstructed from point clouds with a better productivity than BIM [30] , and most objects of a power plant can be considered as a combination of primitive geometries (due to a series effect of the design and part manufacturing process, except for molding large metal equipment). Though recent automatic algorithms for primitive fitting perform better with increasing sampling resolution, they are still far from a 2.58σ tolerance of detection and fitting [31] . To achieve centimeter accuracy on more than 99% of the reconstructed objects, human interaction is required for either initial segmentation or picking initial points for region growing. To assess this accuracy, several tools must be used: visual inspection and a cloud to shape distance computation. Finally, the primitive-based CAD models can also be displayed in the usual rendering engines of virtual reality [32] .
Experiment of a Multi-Sensor Survey in a 1300-MW Nuclear Reactor
Goals and Context of the Experiment
In the wake of several research projects that contributed to the development of tools and methods for dense scanning [33] , reconstruction [34] or registration [17] and also tools for the visualization of complex datasets [23] , EDF carried out the first very large-scale experiment in the most complex building in a 1300-MW nuclear power plant facility: a reactor building.
The goal was to assess the effective performance (quality, cost and speed) of current tools and best practices through a major research project launched in 2013, in order to make a decision on the generalization of the multi-sensor scanning of power plants and highlight remaining bottlenecks to target lock ups. Another goal was to maximize the benefits of this dataset to the company, especially by sharing it with as many users as possible, to assist them in their daily work.
Therefore, to meet the needs of many maintenance procedures and operations, a dense multi-sensor survey (total stations, laser scanning and panoramic RGB) was carried out during the summer of 2013, using the technical specifications detailed above; Subsection 2.2; see Figure 5 .
A Level 2 Procedure for the Quality Control of Large Datasets
We mentioned several definitions of tolerances and quality requirements to reach high-quality data production. In order to reach these requirements, it is necessary to use specific procedures for the quality control of large, as-built datasets (laser scans, RGB panoramic or 3D CAD models). These Level 2 procedures are a standard for quality monitoring and for detecting non-conforming materials. Our experiment demonstrated their usefulness. To enhance dataset quality, we therefore implemented it in the following manner:
‚
Level 1: the data creator checks 100% of the dataset and documents it; ‚ Level 2: the project data manager performs spot checks both on areas of interest and randomly on the whole dataset.
Due to the significant number of human actions involved in the processes and the size of the dataset, at least two iterations are generally needed to reach quality levels.
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Due to the significant number of human actions involved in the processes and the size of the dataset, at least two iterations are generally needed to reach quality levels. 
Description of the Data Acquisition
The reactor building, whose shape is cylindrical, consists of eleven floors with additional floor heights in each of them. Moreover, the majority of the 100+ rooms in the building is particularly congested, and many of them are only accessible through ladders. Regarding the environmental conditions, exploring and scanning such environments is constrained by poor lighting, access restrictions and congestion due to the equipment and the civil works of the plant itself. During this specific experiment, due to the many maintenance operations occurring in the shutdown period, the building was exceptionally accessible for five weeks (35 days), but we expect the available survey time to be reduced by 50% in the future (17 days). Key numbers for the multi-sensor scanning survey are shown in Figure 6 . The global framework for data production is shown in Figure 2 . 
The reactor building, whose shape is cylindrical, consists of eleven floors with additional floor heights in each of them. Moreover, the majority of the 100+ rooms in the building is particularly congested, and many of them are only accessible through ladders. Regarding the environmental conditions, exploring and scanning such environments is constrained by poor lighting, access restrictions and congestion due to the equipment and the civil works of the plant itself. During this specific experiment, due to the many maintenance operations occurring in the shutdown period, the building was exceptionally accessible for five weeks (35 days), but we expect the available survey time to be reduced by 50% in the future (17 days). Key numbers for the multi-sensor scanning survey are shown in Figure 6 . The global framework for data production is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 6 . Key numbers in the multi-sensor scanning survey of a nuclear reactor building [1] ; the main order of magnitude that may be highlighted is the number of stations: more than 1000 stations (for more details, see [35] ). The relative time allocation is shown on the graph; CAD reconstruction is the main budget.
Discussion on on-site acquisition: As detailed in [35] , this acquisition phase demonstrated the feasibility of such surveys thanks to some specific evolutions and developments of the tools and methods to take into account the up scaling. To succeed, a large number of sensors and operators (five laserscanning surveyors with Leica HDS 6100 and Leica HDS 7000 and three photographers with Canon EOS 5D Mark III with motorized panoramic heads) is required. However, as mentioned above, we expect to have only half the time to carry out the survey, i.e., in the future, twice the number of sensors and operators will have to be sent to a site, creating additional stress on current methodologies and synchronization between operators.
Discussion on processing TLS data: This experiment also underlined some constraints on scaling up the current post-processing tools and methods in terms of quality, time or cost (fine registration of large laser scanner datasets, quality monitoring and validation tools, issues for formats, storage and data sharing). To illustrate the complexity of the fine registration of laser scans in complex architectures, we show in Figure 5a view of the 3D network used in the adjustment. This experiment, mostly performed with a Leica Cyclone, underlined the lack of robustness of weighted least squares in such large blocks and the need to work with 3D topographic networks instead of 2.5D. Unfortunately, even state-of-theart registration tools implement a basic version of the least squares algorithm and lack tools for blunder detection, error propagation and quality monitoring.
The main issues regarding the processing of TLS data are the following:
• Several tests on TLS sensors have shown that, even today, the scanning of dark surfaces is not efficient, and the reflective surfaces lead to billions of erroneous 3D points that cannot be filtered by current firmware or software. These points are certainly an issue for 3D reconstructions, but mostly for taking measurements of so-called "bubble views" or station-based views where no feedback on the real position of 3D points is given. Our solution consisted of developing an efficient interface to perform a manual segmentation of these outliers Figure 7 .
• Without better algorithms for the fine referencing of TLS dataset and large 3D networks, the only way to comply with a global 2.58 tolerance of 2 cm accuracy overall, the dataset consists of creating sub-networks with fewer than 200 stations, independently referenced to the external reference system. This constraint implies thorough planning on site for placing and surveying targets. Recent developments have shown that we can expect better results in automation and Figure 6 . Key numbers in the multi-sensor scanning survey of a nuclear reactor building [1] ; the main order of magnitude that may be highlighted is the number of stations: more than 1000 stations (for more details, see [35] ). The relative time allocation is shown on the graph; CAD reconstruction is the main budget.
Discussion on on-site acquisition: As detailed in [35] , this acquisition phase demonstrated the feasibility of such surveys thanks to some specific evolutions and developments of the tools and methods to take into account the up scaling. To succeed, a large number of sensors and operators (five laser-scanning surveyors with Leica HDS 6100 and Leica HDS 7000 and three photographers with Canon EOS 5D Mark III with motorized panoramic heads) is required. However, as mentioned above, we expect to have only half the time to carry out the survey, i.e., in the future, twice the number of sensors and operators will have to be sent to a site, creating additional stress on current methodologies and synchronization between operators.
Discussion on processing TLS data: This experiment also underlined some constraints on scaling up the current post-processing tools and methods in terms of quality, time or cost (fine registration of large laser scanner datasets, quality monitoring and validation tools, issues for formats, storage and data sharing). To illustrate the complexity of the fine registration of laser scans in complex architectures, we show in Figure 5a view of the 3D network used in the adjustment. This experiment, mostly performed with a Leica Cyclone, underlined the lack of robustness of weighted least squares in such large blocks and the need to work with 3D topographic networks instead of 2.5D. Unfortunately, even state-of-the-art registration tools implement a basic version of the least squares algorithm and lack tools for blunder detection, error propagation and quality monitoring.
The main issues regarding the processing of TLS data are the following: ‚ Several tests on TLS sensors have shown that, even today, the scanning of dark surfaces is not efficient, and the reflective surfaces lead to billions of erroneous 3D points that cannot be filtered by current firmware or software. These points are certainly an issue for 3D reconstructions, but mostly for taking measurements of so-called "bubble views" or station-based views where no feedback on the real position of 3D points is given. Our solution consisted of developing an efficient interface to perform a manual segmentation of these outliers Figure 7 .
‚ Without better algorithms for the fine referencing of TLS dataset and large 3D networks, the only way to comply with a global 2.58σ tolerance of 2 cm accuracy overall, the dataset consists of creating sub-networks with fewer than 200 stations, independently referenced to the external reference system. This constraint implies thorough planning on site for placing and surveying targets. Recent developments have shown that we can expect better results in automation and quality by bundler snooping (moving targets) and the use of robust estimation well known from geodesists [36] .
Remote Sens. 2015, 7, Remote Sens. 2015, 7 11 quality by bundler snooping (moving targets) and the use of robust estimation well known from geodesists [36] . Discussion on processing panoramic images: The level of automation and the quality of output using modern stitching software, such as the one we used, Kolor AutoPanoPro, are very good. However, some issues still have to be addressed:
• When dealing with 450 Mpixel images of indoor scenes, the field of view of a single picture is quite small and can lead to a lack of feature points when only uniform objects, such as a painted wall, are visible in the picture. The Level 2 control procedure has led to the reopening of 20% of the panoramic stitches for editing;
• Another recurrent error in panoramic images consists of estimating verticality, based on the images. In congested environments, default settings can lead to errors of up to 20° in that estimate. We recommend either the use of leveled panoramic heads with custom settings for estimating the relative position of unit images or the use of vertical definition tools through the software interface;
• A major issue is the registration of the panoramic images on the external reference frame; see Figure 8 . As will be discussed later on, the fine registration of panoramic images is valuable in assisting with the quality control of 3D reconstructions and offers a better user experience when browsing the dataset. We will address this issue later in this paper.
Discussion on restructuring and updating 2D floor maps: A global model of the plant is key data for designing the structure of the dataset, unifying the names of the objects and performing an analysis on it. By constructing a graph of the various objects and their relationships (adjacency, verticality, inclusion, etc.), it makes it possible to answer questions like "What are the panoramic images taken in the rooms adjacent to a specific one?" or "Can I access a specific location in the building without taking ladders?"
This entire graph database was built using structured 2D floor plans, updated using the 3D dataset: walls, grounds, ladders, stairs and many others; cf. Figure 9a . These as-built floor plans were then automatically processed to extract all of the required information and to build a "topological graph", Discussion on processing panoramic images: The level of automation and the quality of output using modern stitching software, such as the one we used, Kolor AutoPanoPro, are very good. However, some issues still have to be addressed:
‚
When dealing with 450 Mpixel images of indoor scenes, the field of view of a single picture is quite small and can lead to a lack of feature points when only uniform objects, such as a painted wall, are visible in the picture. The Level 2 control procedure has led to the reopening of 20% of the panoramic stitches for editing; ‚ Another recurrent error in panoramic images consists of estimating verticality, based on the images. In congested environments, default settings can lead to errors of up to 20˝in that estimate. We recommend either the use of leveled panoramic heads with custom settings for estimating the relative position of unit images or the use of vertical definition tools through the software interface; ‚ A major issue is the registration of the panoramic images on the external reference frame; see Figure 8 . As will be discussed later on, the fine registration of panoramic images is valuable in assisting with the quality control of 3D reconstructions and offers a better user experience when browsing the dataset. We will address this issue later in this paper.
Discussion on restructuring and updating 2D floor maps: A global model of the plant is key data for designing the structure of the dataset, unifying the names of the objects and performing an analysis on it. By constructing a graph of the various objects and their relationships (adjacency, verticality, inclusion, etc.), it makes it possible to answer questions like "What are the panoramic images taken in the rooms adjacent to a specific one?" or "Can I access a specific location in the building without taking ladders?" This entire graph database was built using structured 2D floor plans, updated using the 3D dataset: walls, grounds, ladders, stairs and many others; cf. Figure 9a . These as-built floor plans were then automatically processed to extract all of the required information and to build a "topological graph", describing several properties of the installation (shape, location, names, types, navigation, access, etc.), as well as rendering specific maps using style sheets. A previous example of this kind of approach can be seen in [37] . This graph is then used in the software applications that we developed, in order to answer queries on the semantic, geometric or topological properties of the building and its components; cf. Figure 9b. describing Regarding the processing steps for the floor maps, the pipeline is as follows:
(1) Redraw existing floor maps in AutoCAD, following specific drawing rules and using only two types of objects: polylines and blocks (manual); (2) Compare the 3D as-built model and panoramic images to floor plans in a specific tool developed in Unity3D, to update them in AutoCAD (manual); (3) Convert polygons of floor maps to Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) files (automatic) and export the blocks to XLS using EXTATTBE in AutoCAD (automatic); (4) In a dedicated C# tool, instantiate a class model of objects of the building: a. For each floor: i. import SVG and XLS to instantiate a relational model of the building (floors, ladders, walls, etc.), including controls to check with respect to the drawing rules, ii. using a Clipper Library clipping algorithm [38] and threshold, compute relations between objects, such as adjacency, inclusion, etc. b. For each pair of floors:
i. Connect objects, such as elevators, ladders, stairs, ii. Using Clipper Library, compute vertical relationships between objects. Regarding the processing steps for the floor maps, the pipeline is as follows:
(1) Redraw existing floor maps in AutoCAD, following specific drawing rules and using only two types of objects: polylines and blocks (manual); (2) Compare the 3D as-built model and panoramic images to floor plans in a specific tool developed in Unity3D, to update them in AutoCAD (manual); (3) Convert polygons of floor maps to Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) files (automatic) and export the blocks to XLS using EXTATTBE in AutoCAD (automatic); (4) In a dedicated C# tool, instantiate a class model of objects of the building: a For each floor: i import SVG and XLS to instantiate a relational model of the building (floors, ladders, walls, etc.), including controls to check with respect to the drawing rules, ii using a Clipper Library clipping algorithm [38] and threshold, compute relations between objects, such as adjacency, inclusion, etc. 
Export the instantiated building model to a topological graph in XML, with a description of the building model in XML Schema Definition (XSD).
Discussion on the 3D CAD reconstruction based on the TLS point cloud: A large dataset of 40 billion 3D points was used to reconstruct an as-built 3D CAD model of the facility (see Figure 10) . The main part of the 3D reconstruction was produced using Trimble RealWorks Version 8.x (80% of the final CAD model); some objects from a pre-existing CAD model were adjusted in Dassault Systems SolidWorks, as well as other equipment that could not be modeled as a combination of primitive shapes (see Subsection 2.3.3). As illustrated in Figure 6 , the 3D reconstruction was the main line in the budget of the data production. In order to meet end users' needs, the quality levels of the 3D data produced had to be defined in accordance with their intended uses: maintenance task planning (including the associated logistics: access, scaffolds, handling areas), worker safety and virtual tour for low accessibility rooms by inexperienced professionals. Discussion on the 3D CAD reconstruction based on the TLS point cloud: A large dataset of 40 billion 3D points was used to reconstruct an as-built 3D CAD model of the facility (see Figure 10 ). The main part of the 3D reconstruction was produced using Trimble RealWorks Version 8.x (80% of the final CAD model); some objects from a pre-existing CAD model were adjusted in Dassault Systems SolidWorks, as well as other equipment that could not be modeled as a combination of primitive shapes (see Subsection 2.3.3). As illustrated in Figure 6 , the 3D reconstruction was the main line in the budget of the data production. In order to meet end users' needs, the quality levels of the 3D data produced had to be defined in accordance with their intended uses: maintenance task planning (including the associated logistics: access, scaffolds, handling areas), worker safety and virtual tour for low accessibility rooms by inexperienced professionals. Discussion on the 3D CAD reconstruction based on the TLS point cloud: A large dataset of 40 billion 3D points was used to reconstruct an as-built 3D CAD model of the facility (see Figure 10) . The main part of the 3D reconstruction was produced using Trimble RealWorks Version 8.x (80% of the final CAD model); some objects from a pre-existing CAD model were adjusted in Dassault Systems SolidWorks, as well as other equipment that could not be modeled as a combination of primitive shapes (see Subsection 2.3.3). As illustrated in Figure 6 , the 3D reconstruction was the main line in the budget of the data production. In order to meet end users' needs, the quality levels of the 3D data produced had to be defined in accordance with their intended uses: maintenance task planning (including the associated logistics: access, scaffolds, handling areas), worker safety and virtual tour for low accessibility rooms by inexperienced professionals. The consequences of this multiplicity of needs led to a detailed specification for 3D reconstruction tasks depending on the object type among the 25 categories used: fitting tolerances, naming and methods (cloud least-square fitting, region growing cloud-shape fitting, cloud snapping and copies). The use of precisely georeferenced panoramic RGB images was very valuable in the reconstruction process to help with understanding complex areas.
In order to deal with the huge amount of work and to reduce the time of data delivery, the 3D CAD reconstruction had to be split and parallelized by sectors and then allocated to half a dozen CAD operators for almost a year (10 months). To achieve and certify the quality of the reconstructed as-built model, a Level 2 check procedure was carried out by two independent operators and led to further iterations and re-working (approximately 10% of the total effort). This validation was performed using mesh-cloud distance computations, by using software originally developed by EDF R&D and Telecom ParisTech (CloudCompare [33] ) and "out-of-core" technologies to display a maximum number of points for the visual inspection in Trimble RealWorks 8.x, guided by the analysis of an SQL database storing the standard deviation of each reconstructed geometry (~80,000 objects).
Summary of Tool Development during the Project
Many tools (hardware and software) were used to produce both the data and end-user applications. Some of them were satisfactory, but many had to be improved during the project.
Acquisition and stitching of RGB panoramic images: Canon EOS 5D cameras with a Dr Clauss motorized head were used. For stitching, mapping and blending, Kolor AutoPano was used, and XNview MP was very useful for batch conversions, resampling and renaming. None of the tools were improved.
Acquisition and processing of the TLS dataset: Leica HDS 6000 and 7000 with total stations were used. The Z+F software was used to convert and filter scans. Specific settings were added to that software for improve the results. For registering scans, Leica Cyclone was used. For manual segmentation, we had to add new features in Trimble RealWorks, used to remove noise that could not be filtered out (mirrors).
Floor plan editing and processing: Floor plans were edited in AutoCAD, and a specific tool had to be implemented in Unity3D to compare them to the as-built 3D CAD model. All of the processing, converting and analysis steps required to create the "topological graph" were made in a custom tool developed in C#, using Clipper Library, based on a Vatti clipping algorithm [38] .
3D as-built CAD reconstruction and conversions: For main walls and civils works, Dassault Systems SolidWorks was used. For all of the other objects, Trimble Realworks was used and had to be improved to increase productivity (shortcuts, color palette, debugging fitting tools, etc.), as well as quality, by developing a dedicated SQL plug-in to store metadata for each 3D object ("was the object fitted or manually adjusted?", "is the object a copy?", etc.). For two-level control procedures, Hexagon 3DReshaper and CloudCompare were used. CloudCompare was specially enhanced for this project. In addition to the edition and conversion features offered by SAP Visual Enterprise Authors, we developed advanced scripts using Windows PowerShell.
Example of Specific Development to Reach Quality Expectations for Referencing Panoramic Images Precisely
During acquisition, panoramic images were roughly located on a map and oriented to the north. However, many usage examples have underlined the need for estimated correct pose in these images (dataset navigation, 3D reconstruction quality check through overlay, etc.). We propose several solutions, using either the TLS dataset, the 2D floor maps or the 3D CAD reconstruction model.
Camera Model for Panoramic Images
Using an equirectangular projection where the z axis of the reference frame is aligned with the meridians of the panorama (see Figure 11) , the spherical coordinates of a pixel can be given using the following relations:
If we represent these pixels on the surface of the sphere, the point m i = (x i , y i , z i ) can be calculated from its coordinates (θ i , φ i ) using the following relations: m i " pcos pφq .cos pθq , cos pφq .sin pθq , sin pφqq
The epipolar constraints between two images I 1 and I 2 , with a relative pose composed of a translation three-vector t and a 3ˆ3 rotation matrix R, are given for a corresponding pair of points from the two images: m T 2 Em 1 " 0 where E " rtsˆR is the essential matrix (3)
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The epipolar constraints between two images and , with a relative pose composed of a translation three-vector and a 3 × 3 rotation matrix , are given for a corresponding pair of points from the two images:
= 0 where = [ × is the essential matrix (3)
[ × is the anti-symmetric matrix induced by the vector product. The locus of epipolar constraint transforms from lines (pinhole cameras) to circles in the case of spherical panoramas. Figure 11 . Spherical image and coordinate axes.
Pose Estimate Using Constraints between Image Pixels and 3D Points from Laser Scans
For the external pose estimate, i.e., the absolute pose of the panoramic image in the global reference frame, we can use matching feature points between pixels in the image and real world points (for 
For the external pose estimate, i.e., the absolute pose of the panoramic image in the global reference frame, we can use matching feature points between pixels in the image and real world points (for example, from a 3D laser scan of a close station). Thus, the problem is the following, given points m i , the coordinates of the corresponding pixels on the sphere, and M i , the homogeneous coordinates of 3D:
PM iphomogen.q where a i is a scale factor for each point i (4)
This can be turned to a linear system problem Ah = 0 as follows, where p j is the j-th row of:
We solve this linear system by choosing h as the last column of V where A + UDV T is the singular value decomposition of A. Taking the 12 entries of h, we obtain P est (estimated P), which differs from P by a scale factor k, that can be solved through:
we can choose k as the average value computed from n points. In our case, panoramas are "vertical", which simplifies the extraction of the only non-zero rotation angle κ (using Tait-Bryan angles) and t values from P. Thus, to solve pose estimation, we need a few reliable and well-distributed matching pairs. This can be done manually or automatically using a feature point extraction algorithm and more robust estimating schemes. However, achieving stable results in matching and pose estimates for the whole dataset is tedious, and manual editing requires a dedicated interface. In the next two sections, we propose interfaces for using either 2D maps or 3D as-built CAD models instead of feature point-based methods.
Partial Pose Estimate of Panoramic Images Using 2D Floor Maps
A user-oriented approach was implemented to get a first "independent" estimate of parameters (t x , t y ) and (κ) of a vertical panoramic image by using 2D floor maps. Using a user interface with a synchronization of the panoramic view and its position with the camera orientation on the 2D floor map, the procedure followed by the operator is:
(1) Move (t x , t y ) panoramic using near and identifiable details of the floor maps by estimating the ratio of distances (doors, holes in floors, etc.); (2) Orient (κ) using far landmarks of the floor maps; (3) Check at +90˝and +180˝and iterate the first two steps until the best estimate.
This method was applied to the entire dataset (1025 panoramic images), and 95% of the images were moved or oriented (970); see Figure 12 
Full Pose Estimate of Panoramic Images Using the 3D As-Built Dataset
Another user-oriented approach was developed to refine the whole pose (including ) of the panoramic images ( , , ) and ( ) given the hypothesis of verticality ( = 0, = 0). Using a user 
Another user-oriented approach was developed to refine the whole pose (including t z ) of the panoramic images (t x , t y , t z ) and (κ) given the hypothesis of verticality (ω = 0, φ = 0). Using a user interface with a synchronization of the panoramic view and its position with the camera orientation in the 3D model and using switches for overlay and transparency, the procedure followed by the operator consists of independently correcting the four parameters of the pose; see Figure 13 : (1) Move (t z ) panoramic using landmarks of the 3D model that cross the equator of the panoramic in the image (boxes, stairs, guardrail, etc.); front view; (2) Align (κ) panoramic using parallel objects of the 3D model to any meridian of the panoramic in the image (pipes, beams, etc.); zenith view; (3) Move (t x , t y ) panoramic using landmarks on the ceiling of the 3D model to align them to the zenith of the image; zenith view; (4) Check horizontally for any issue at +90˝and +180˝and iterate the first three steps until the best estimate; an incorrect estimate of the vertical when mapping the panorama is the main source of a poor estimate of the pose of the panoramic, and such a panoramic should be corrected.
This method was applied to the entire dataset after the first estimate on 2D floor maps (1025 panoramic images). During this process, we moved and oriented 100% of the images (1025). The average processing and control time for one panoramic image is 30 s for low corrections and 1 min 30 s-2 min for more difficult images.
Overall Feedback on the Experiment and Discussion on Future Large Scanning Surveys
Even for a company with over 20 years' experience in the field of as-built documentation, a multi-sensor and dense scanning survey on the scale of an entire 11-floor building remains a challenge, for which tools and methods have not yet been designed.
In addition to the several recommendations and choices that were set out in the previous paragraphs, our experiment highlighted some specific aspects of large and multi-sensor scanning surveys in complex architectures. For these projects that respond to the growing need for as-built data for professionals, we recommend: ‚ specifying needs, requirements and constraints in detail. On the scale of a building, every misunderstanding or fuzzy specification may have a severe impact on costs, quality or durations; ‚ documenting every step in the process and performing quality monitoring from the beginning, to help both fixing non-conforming data and enriching the dataset for future use; ‚ parallelizing the tasks as much as possible (acquisition and post-processing); when the data production time increases, the number of non-qualities increases significantly.
Regarding remaining bottlenecks, we have mentioned several technical brakes on the generalization of current tools and methods for large and complex buildings, regarding raw data acquisition and processing. We have also discussed the three areas of 3D reconstruction: costs, duration and quality. Since the real requirement is the third one, the first two areas must be viewed as secondary in achieving the dataset in industrial processes. The low level of automation and the low quality of acquisition sensors and tools are the actual brakes on generalization. However, by performing rigorous quality monitoring and control, each dataset can be produced with a high degree of confidence. In such large projects, traceability is one of the keys to quality management. The Figure 2 gives a global overview of the whole framework of as-built data production; we can see that many steps are required, including many tools and human interactions. As shown, also, many control procedures are required to reach and certify a quality level. Indeed, the main drawback for achieving expected quality levels is the difficult inter-validation of data sources. To perform such a quality control policy, the dataset has to be merged, compared and visualized altogether. Nevertheless, due 
Developing New Software Applications to Increase the Value of the Dataset
In the previous sections, we have detailed the challenges in producing data to represent a complex building. Due to that complexity and the intended uses, multiple data types are required: high resolution panoramic RGB, laser scans, 3D as-built CAD models and 2D floor plans. Once the dataset is complete, issues remain for visualization and exploration, taking into account that users may not be familiar with these various data types.
State of the Art of Multi-Data Visualization for Complex Architectures
By its nature, each data source represents only one aspect of the reality of the plant and only meets some needs among many. The co-visualization of the multiple data sources is therefore required to assist and help workers with finding answers in their daily jobs. In recent years, several solutions have been proposed for the problem of multi-source, as-built data visualization; see Figure 14 :
‚ virtual tours with floor plans and panoramic RGB [39] ; ‚ navigation through several spherical laser views; ‚ navigation and path calculation in 3D environments, for instance in 3D video games or 2.5D cartography services, such as Google Maps indoors.
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• virtual tours with floor plans and panoramic RGB [39] ;
• navigation through several spherical laser views;
• navigation and path calculation in 3D environments, for instance in 3D video games or 2.5D
cartography services, such as Google Maps indoors. However, none of these solutions integrates all of the data sources required to represent some complex buildings, such as nuclear reactor buildings, and easily navigate the large dataset. Indeed, apart from the constraints of technical integration, the complexity of the plant itself is an issue for virtual navigation (multiple levels with dozens of rooms and vertical junctions) and requires a specific interaction design to handle it.
Rules for the Development of Virtual Tours of a Complex Building
Our first goal is to develop an application that can be of value to many people working in nuclear plants, taking into account that the targeted building is rarely accessible. Potential values include several scenarios. The first scenario consists of improving the productivity of maintenance operations through a virtual preparation stage that takes into account the spatial constraints of the environment; this requires the collaboration of different teams based on a shared representation of the environment (e.g., mechanical workers defining their scaffolding needs). The second scenario aims to improve accuracy and to reduce delays in engineering studies to prepare for modifications and revamping to the plant, with reduced on-site time for the teams. The third and last scenario consists of helping many recently-hired However, none of these solutions integrates all of the data sources required to represent some complex buildings, such as nuclear reactor buildings, and easily navigate the large dataset. Indeed, apart from the constraints of technical integration, the complexity of the plant itself is an issue for virtual navigation (multiple levels with dozens of rooms and vertical junctions) and requires a specific interaction design to handle it.
Our first goal is to develop an application that can be of value to many people working in nuclear plants, taking into account that the targeted building is rarely accessible. Potential values include several scenarios. The first scenario consists of improving the productivity of maintenance operations through a virtual preparation stage that takes into account the spatial constraints of the environment; this requires the collaboration of different teams based on a shared representation of the environment (e.g., mechanical workers defining their scaffolding needs). The second scenario aims to improve accuracy and to reduce delays in engineering studies to prepare for modifications and revamping to the plant, with reduced on-site time for the teams. The third and last scenario consists of helping many recently-hired workers to become familiar with their working environment more rapidly, through dedicated training sessions, including tutoring courses. These few scenarios illustrate the variety of user profiles that should be considered for the common view, which we wish to design. Many of them are not familiar with the handling of as-built datasets, and their use of the tool we developed may be very occasional, which reinforces the need for user-friendly and simple interfaces, as well as taking into account human perception in the design [40, 41] .
To address this problem, several principles have been selected for the development of navigation interaction within our applications, developed using the game engine Unity 3D. The first principle consists of the multi-view synchronization across a multi-source dataset, with the possibility at any time of moving from one view to another without losing user position/orientation (shared, unique position of the user in the environment), as shown in Figure 15 . The second principle consists of the ability to explore the building in its horizontal and vertical dimensions (through stairs and ladders, as well as trapdoors and removable slatted floors), which is required by tasks, such as handling heavy equipment. The last principle consists of developing all tools and functionalities in a project interface for a better user data management: marks, snapshots, distance measurements with guidance instruction and path computations.
their use of the tool we developed may be very occasional, which reinforces the need for user-friendly and simple interfaces, as well as taking into account human perception in the design [40, 41] .
To address this problem, several principles have been selected for the development of navigation interaction within our applications, developed using the game engine Unity3D. The first principle consists of the multi-view synchronization across a multi-source dataset, with the possibility at any time of moving from one view to another without losing user position/orientation (shared, unique position of the user in the environment), as shown in Figure 15 . The second principle consists of the ability to explore the building in its horizontal and vertical dimensions (through stairs and ladders, as well as trapdoors and removable slatted floors), which is required by tasks, such as handling heavy equipment. The last principle consists of developing all tools and functionalities in a project interface for a better user data management: marks, snapshots, distance measurements with guidance instruction and path computations. For instance, we estimate that in the synchronized, multi-view experience, spherical photographs need to be positioned in the virtual environment with a 2.58 tolerance of 50 cm and 5°. This accuracy range seems sufficient to help users to focus on their task, by not being disturbed by some inaccuracies in the transitions when switching between views. Furthermore, the verticality of the panoramic images must be known with an error below 3°; otherwise, navigation becomes very uncomfortable.
In addition to the navigation features, we provide users with specific interactions with the dataset. Each feature has been designed according to the users' needs. To implement them, we carried out several For instance, we estimate that in the synchronized, multi-view experience, spherical photographs need to be positioned in the virtual environment with a 2.58σ tolerance of 50 cm and 5˝. This accuracy range seems sufficient to help users to focus on their task, by not being disturbed by some inaccuracies in the transitions when switching between views. Furthermore, the verticality of the panoramic images must be known with an error below 3˝; otherwise, navigation becomes very uncomfortable.
In addition to the navigation features, we provide users with specific interactions with the dataset. Each feature has been designed according to the users' needs. To implement them, we carried out several iterations with users to overcome technical feasibility issues and create genuinely powerful and smart tools. Among these, we can mention distance measurements on 3D CAD models (perpendicular to the normal unit vectors, vertically constrained or free), annotations and snapshots in every data view, interactive cutaways of walls and user data management and sharing. In all of these developments, a large amount of feedback has been collected in a quick response development process to achieve optimum user benefit.
iterations with users to overcome technical feasibility issues and create genuinely powerful and smart tools. Among these, we can mention distance measurements on 3D CAD models (perpendicular to the normal unit vectors, vertically constrained or free), annotations and snapshots in every data view, interactive cutaways of walls and user data management and sharing. In all of these developments, a large amount of feedback has been collected in a quick response development process to achieve optimum user benefit. 
A Framework for Taking Measurements on Laser Scans for Non-Expert Users
So-called "bubble views" of laser scans are often used to measure distances. However, for nonfamiliar users, two main issues should be avoided. Firstly, errors in range measurement (reflective surfaces, for instance) impact the distance value; hence, many distance measurements should be checked more than once and interpreted with caution, although most users ignore the typical error budget of a laser scan. A manual segmentation process is highly recommended to remove as many noisy points as possible, to comply with the definition of tolerances. Secondly, wrong picks on edges can lead to wrong distance measurements, whereas in spherical view, no feedback can be returned. To decrease the rate of wrong measurements, we have developed a specific procedure, as detailed below.
To reduce the occurrence of false measurements in a laser scan, even after removing outliers, we propose the following procedure (see Figure 16 ): 
So-called "bubble views" of laser scans are often used to measure distances. However, for non-familiar users, two main issues should be avoided. Firstly, errors in range measurement (reflective surfaces, for instance) impact the distance value; hence, many distance measurements should be checked more than once and interpreted with caution, although most users ignore the typical error budget of a laser scan. A manual segmentation process is highly recommended to remove as many noisy points as possible, to comply with the definition of tolerances. Secondly, wrong picks on edges can lead to wrong distance measurements, whereas in spherical view, no feedback can be returned. To decrease the rate of wrong measurements, we have developed a specific procedure, as detailed below.
To reduce the occurrence of false measurements in a laser scan, even after removing outliers, we propose the following procedure (see Figure 16 ): (1) choose a type of measurement from "almost horizontal", "almost vertical" and "oblique" (2) pick two points in the laser scan to define the distance to be measured.
If the picked segment is "consistent" with the type of measurement, then:
(3) pick the two points in the laser scan again.
If the measured distance is "similar" to the previous one:
(4) the measurement is displayed on the laser scan with centimeter accuracy; it can be checked against the reconstructed 3D model.
An Example of Advanced Technological Features Using a Georeferenced Dataset
The quality of the entire dataset allows the development of advanced features, such as path overlay on panoramic images. Paths are computed on navmeshes, using Autodesk GameWare, and can be overlaid in real-time on panoramic images; see Figure 17 .
 If the measured distance is "similar" to the previous one: (4) the measurement is displayed on the laser scan with centimeter accuracy; it can be checked against the reconstructed 3D model.
The quality of the entire dataset allows the development of advanced features, such as path overlay on panoramic images. Paths are computed on navmeshes, using Autodesk GameWare, and can be overlaid in real-time on panoramic images; see Figure 17 . Figure 17 . 3D pedestrian path (using navmeshes) overlay on panoramic images.
Conclusions and Future Work
The professional use of as-built models has recently increased significantly, resulting in two major challenges: scaling up dense and multi-sensor scanning surveys to a whole building and sharing this dataset with a very large audience.
In this paper, we reviewed the state of the art of scanning tools and methods for industrial installations. Then, we proposed a global methodology for acquisition and processing of multi-sensor datasets to represent complex architectures. To face the lack of automation to reach high quality in modelling multi-floor plants, we detailed the optimal contribution of human beings in the process. We then assessed this methodology in a large-scale experiment of modelling the 11 floors of a 1300-megawatt nuclear reactor building. From the acquisition of 1000+ co-stations (RGB panoramic and laser scans) to a 3D Figure 17 . 3D pedestrian path (using navmeshes) overlay on panoramic images.
In this paper, we reviewed the state of the art of scanning tools and methods for industrial installations. Then, we proposed a global methodology for acquisition and processing of multi-sensor datasets to represent complex architectures. To face the lack of automation to reach high quality in modelling multi-floor plants, we detailed the optimal contribution of human beings in the process. We then assessed this methodology in a large-scale experiment of modelling the 11 floors of a 1300-megawatt nuclear reactor building. From the acquisition of 1000+ co-stations (RGB panoramic and laser scans) to a 3D as-built reconstruction, the project has involved many contributors for almost a year and a half. At every step, quality requirements have put stress on tools and methods and led to the implementation of Level 2 quality controls. We finally presented new tools that have been developed to help many professionals in their daily jobs by allowing them to explore a complete digital plant easily using different types of data.
We can summarize the contribution made by our work in three points:
‚
We assessed the feasibility, as well as underlined the current complexity of tools and methods used in a multi-sensor scanning of industrial environments (1000+ stations). Issues remain to reduce the effort in the production of such models.
We have highlighted human beings' contribution in the data production (from interactive tools to quality management and control).
We have shown how the value of such datasets can be increased by developing multi-source data visualization and navigation applications in multi-floor plants with recommendations for general principles applied to virtual tours of complex architectures.
